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Neil Goodwin (on right)
Candidate for U.S. Congress
(San Francisco District)
Party: Silly Pants
“There is nothing wrong for
two men to hang around in
matching pants discussing
the events of the day,” said
the still-lanky father of two.
“I happen to like wear the
latest fashions and, if some
like-minded men agree with
me, I would embrace it
literally and figuratively.”
While Neil is considered one
of the “fringe” candidates
vying for this Congressional
office, his campaign is based
on “matching patterned
trousers, fading British
accents and a freakishly odd
attraction to aspic.”
Recently made a citizen due
to his green-card inspired
marriage to former super
fashion model Barb PearsonGoodwin, he spends his
spare time of cheating at golf
and elegant interior design.

Derek Sayres (and Kevin)
Candidate for Mayor of
Lonsdale, Minnesota
Party: Fishhouse
Derek believes in the outside
and playing with his pet fish,
Kevin. Living in a fishhouse
ten months out of the year
has allowed Derek to work
on his tan and dry-land
surfboarding, and nighttime
stalking “skills.”
An official loner, Derek also
believes in lower standards
for food safety, a more
informal
tax
collection
system and “pay as you go”
approach to the purchases of
personal hygiene products.

James “Jimmy” Liverseed
Candidate for Rice County
Council of Great Profiles
Party: Goatee

Alec Noll
Union Steward Candidate
Northfield Food Service
Party: Saltpeter

“Jimmy” is running for his
grandfather’s seat on the
prestigious Profile Council.
The council is charged with
making Rice County “far
cooler than Steele County.”

Alec knows his way around a
fifty-gallon drum of precooked goulash and wants to
be the Union Steward for the
Northfield Public Schools
Food Service Workers Union.

“I was born with a knockout
profile (he then gracefully
turns his head) and I have to
thank my Grandpa Bing Miller
for my killer looks and overall
coolness.” All political insiders
agree he is “head and
shoulders” above all his less
beautiful competitors.”

“School never had really
interested me much so my
Grandmother Cathy Lenz
convinced me to quit ‘the silly
book learning’ and start
working in a school kitchen.”
With his nights free, Alec
keeps busy with his pet
turtles, Sue and Palm.

